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Do you want to learn how to make your game characters look and move more realistically?
Character Animation with Direct3D shows you how to apply fundamental character animation
techniques to Direct3D technology to bring your characters to life. Beginning with a brief history
of character animation, you�ll be introduced to the most common types of character
animation.This book covers skeletal animation, morphing, inverse kinematics, ragdoll animation,
and much more. You�ll start with a basic 3D character that you�ll bring to life as you work your
way through each chapter. Throughout the course of the book you�ll learn how to create a
character that can walk, talk, collide with objects, fall, and more.You�ll utilize skeletal animation
for overall movement and morphing animation techniques for more refined movement such as
changes in facial expression. You can apply the character animation skills you learn in this book
to any game genre. Character Animation with Direct3D is perfect for any game developer looking
to create more life-like and interesting game characters.

About the AuthorCarl Granberg has been creating games on a hobby basis since the old DOS-
based Mode 13h graphics, after which he moved on to DirectDraw and finally Direct3D graphics.
He received his master of science in computing at Curtin University, Perth, Australia, and has
since been working in the Finnish game industry for 3 years. He is currently working as a Tools
programmer at Remedy Entertainment in Finland. He�s also involved with a group of hobby
game developers that goes by the name of BugFactory (www.bugfactory.fi), which has just
released its first title, The Tales of Bingwood. For matters relating to this book, he can be
contacted at carl@bugfactory.fi.
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C. Moeller, “Another very good game programming hit!. I ordered this book soon after finishing
Carl Granberg's last book. The previous book delves into many helpful techniques regarding
programming a game from scratch, and many different ways of doing it well.The new book
focuses on character animation, but also does it with an iterative approach, making it relatively
easy to pick apart the program and figure out how everything works.If more game programming
books were like this there would have many more experienced programmers out there! The book
goes through a new, separate example for each technique and covers many aspects of
animation as well as many related topics.Examples are skinned meshes, skeletal animation,
physics animation (leading to) ragdoll simulation, facial animation/lip sync, mapping characters,
crowd simulation, decals on characters(bullet holes,ect), and adding/animating hair!Carl's style
is much easier to learn from than several other authors combined, and many of the techniques
will help you out even if you are not ready for character animation yet.With this book and the
previous book combined, and some knowledge of C++, you have enough resources to write
your own game of almost any genre.”

William McColl, “Four Stars. great book”

Mike Garcia, “Excellent and direct to the point!. Not much filler in this book.. it's all work!Except
for the 3D animation industry chapter.. it felt like a good break :)The book is very condensed, if
your a newbie 3D programmer like me you'll be re-reading paragraphs while following the
code.Which is a great way to learn! :DDon't let it's age and Direct3D fool you, the techniques
covered here are very much relevant (shaders, texture mapping etc) and can be applied to
openGL and game engines.Read half of it, only reading the chapters which I need, so the layout
is good.The Author's site has updated code which work great.Looking at getting his RTS book
also.I would give it 5/5 if it had a bit more 3D newbie explanations, the newbie parts feel a bit
short for me.Looking at creating my first game, and this is a great resource.My dev blog is here:
[...]”

BookWorm v CodeMonkey, “Good introduction !. Worked examples, samples and easy to follow,
if you have some knowledge of Direct X, you'll be away in no time :)”

The book by Frederick F. Chew has a rating of  5 out of 3.6. 7 people have provided feedback.
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